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PREFACE 

This paper, which presents a very brief resume of the terrain-
vehicle research programs of the U. S. Army Engineer Waterways 
Experiment Station, has been cleared by the Department of Defense for 
publication in the Journal of Terramechanics of the International 
Society for Terrain-Vehicle Systems. It is scheduled to appear in an 
early 1964 issue of this journal. 

The mobility investigational work of the Waterways Experiment 
Station (WES) is conducted under the sponsorship and guidance of the 
Directorate of Research and Development, U. S. Army Materiel Command, 
as part of Department of.the Army Project l-T-0-21701-A-046, "Traffic-
ability and Mobility Research," Task l-T-0-21701-A-046-03, "Mobility 
Fundamentals and Model Studies." The research program is under the 
immediate direction of the following WES engineers: Mr. W. J. Turnbull, 
Technical Assistant for Soils and Environmental Engineering; Mr. W. G. 
Shockley, Chief of the Mobility and Environmental Division; Mr. S. J. 
Knight, Chief of the Army Mobility Research Branch; Mr. A. A. Rula, 
Chief of the Mobility Environmental Research studies Branch; and 
Mr. W. E. Grabau, Chief of the Area Evaluation Branch. 

Col. Alex G. Sutton, Jr., CE, is Director of the WES. Mr. J. B. 
Tiffany is Technical Director. 
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THE TERRAIN-VEHICLE PROGRAMS OF THE 

U. S. ARMY ENGINEER WATERWAYS EXPERIMENT STATION 
by 

* ** J. L. McRae and S. J. Knight 

An engineering inves_tigation and development program with the aims of 
producing means for predicting field performance of military vehicles and 
f'urnishing data for use in improving their mobility characteristics has 
been in progress at the U. S. Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station 
(WES), Vicksburg, Miss., since 1945. From 1945 to 1950, this program, 
known as "Trafficabili ty of Soils as Related to the Mobility of Military 
Vehicles," was supported by the Engineer Research and Development Laborato-
ries (ERDL), Corps of Engineers, with the investigational work assigned to 
the Soils Division, WES. In 1950, the responsibility for support of the 
program was reassigned to the Special Engineering Branch of the R&D Divi-
sion of the Office, Chief of Engineers, with the work still assigned to WES. 
A second phase of the WES activity, identified as the mobility program (as 
distinguished from trafficability), was authorized in 1954. In 1962 the 
major reorganization of the Army shifted the overall responsibility for 
trafficability-mobility research from the Corps of Engineers to the Envi-
ronmental Sciences·. Branch of the R&D Directorate, Army Materiel Command 
(~C). The WES has continued the direct prosecution of the program under 
an agreement between the Commanding General, AMC, and the Chief of Engineers. 

At the beginning of the WES program it was decided to follow a plan 
of systematic accumulation of data using actual vehicles on varied types 
and conditions of terrain. Thus, the laboratory for this early study was 
mainly the face of the earth, and the principal test apparatus was the 
f'ull-scale military vehicle. 

The word "trafficability" was coined to fill the need for a techni-
cal term to describe the capacity of supporting media to carry military 
vehicles. It is important to note that in the present context this term 
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refers only to the strength of the medium and not to obstacles, such as 
ditches, streams, forests, boulders, etc., that form equally important 
deterrents to traffic. 
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The first studies were based o'n multiple-pass "go" or "no-go" tests 
of vehicles in prepared lanes of soft soil. Since that time, the work has. 
been extended to include n~turally occurring, soft, fine-grained soils; 
coarse-grained soils on beaches and desert dunes; snow on Arctic :i.ce caps 
and subarctic tree-line regions; and, most recently, muskeg and tundra. In 
addition to the multiple-pass go and. no-go tests that were of major inter-
est in the early work, the studies now include single-pass, slope-climbing, 
and drawbar-pull tests. A representative cross section of existing stand-
ard military vehicles has been tested as well as several new vehicles or 
vehicle concepts, such as the Swiss-made articulated truck, the Airoll, the 
GOER, and others. 

One of the primary goals of the trafficability research has been the 
development of simple instruments suitable for measuring the soil's traf-
ficability. To satisfy military requirements, such instruments must be 
light, and capable of yielding many measurements rapidly and of evaluating 
the soil-strength profile to a significant depth. Later it was found that 
instruments also are required which can estimate changes in soil strength 
that occur as a result of the passage of a vehicle. Many instruments and 

.techniques, some quite complex, have been tried. The simple cone penetrom-.. 
eter, commonly referred to as the WES cone penetrometer, to measure in-situ 
strength, and a simple "remolding" test apparatus to estimate changes 1n 
strength that would occur under passage of the vehicle have been found to 
be most generally usef'ul. 

·As the trafficability studies progressed, it became necessary to 
divide them into two phases--contact and noncontact. Noncontact studies 
are intended to develop means of estimating trafficability from remote 
sources, and also to develop means of predicting changes in trafficability 
with time and weather. The noncontact phase has grown rapidly.in magnitude 
and importance. Many new electronic and electromagnetic techniques offer 
potential assistance in this work; this will be discussed in more detail 
later. Extensive work on the noncontact phase is continuing, including 
studies of sot,l moisture and strength, the development of aerial cone 
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penetrometers, and the application of aerial photography. Data have been 
collected from many sites in the continental Unites.States, Hawaii, Puerto 
Rico, Panama, Colombia, and Costa Rica from which a system has been devised 
which enables the prediction of soil-moisture content with about the same 
degree of accuracy as is obtained in rainfall predictions. 

All available contac_t and noncontact methods and techniques for 
estimating trafficability have been combined to produce a trafficability 
mapping technique. Although the WES is not directly responsible for 
developing methods and techniques for trafficability mapping, it has 
cooperated with the Engineer Intelligence Division of the Arrrw Map Service 
and the Military Geology Branch of the U. S. Geological Survey in develop-
ing trafficability maps. 

One important tangible product of the WES trafficability studies is 
Arrrry Technical Bulletin ENG 37, "Soils Trafficability," issued to assist 
intelligence and reconnaissance personnel in determining trafficability of 
fine-grained soils by direct measurements. A section of this bulletin 
also gives brief instructions for making trafficability estimates from 
topography, soils, and weather data. Similar bulletins .for coarse-grained 
soils and snow will be issued as warranted by further progress in these 
phases of the work. 

In 1954 research to determine the f'undamental relations between 
v~hicle running gears and the soil in which they travel was initiated in 
order to develop a sound basis for a vehicle-soil mechanics system and 
thus provide a rational means for designing vehicles for cross-country 
operation. This phase of the activity has been designated the "mobility 
program" to distinguish it from the "trafficability program" described 
above. While the term trafficability has been adopted to refer to the 
capacity of a soil to support the passage of cross-country vehicles, the 
term mobility has come to mean the ease with which a vehicle can traverse 
a terrain. This terminology applies whether the vehicle is self-propelled, 
is being used as a prime mover, or is being towed. 

In 1958 the Army Mobility Research Center (AMRC) was established as 
a branch of the Soils Division at the Waterways Experiment Station for the 
purpose of handling all WES activities relating to both trafficability and 
mobility. 



The primary objective of the mobility phase of the program is to 
obtain a basic understanding of the interrelations between the vehicle 
propulsion system and soft soil, sand, snow, or other yielding-type 
supporting media. The ultimate objective is to express these relations 
by means of mathematical equations. 

Four major studies are currently being prosecuted in the WES 
mobility studies: performance of soils under tire loads, stress.distri-
bution under wheels and tracks, deformation of moving tires, and soil 
strength studies. The WES mobility research effort to date has concen-
trated mainly on pneumatic tires. This does not mean that tracks will be 
neglected; rather it is 'mainly a matter of scheduling, and track systems 
are definitely in plans for the f'uture program. 

In contrast to the manner in which trafficability tests are con-
ducted, all mobility tests up to this time have been made in the labora-
tory. Eventually, f'ull-scale field tests will be required, however. Two 
f'ully instrumented test carriages are used in the study of performance of 
soils under tire loads. 0 One of these carriages, shown in fig. 1, is . 
located in the main test facility. This test carriage will accommodate 
tires up to 30 in. in diameter, which is about one-fourth the size of the 
largest military vehicle tire. The test wheel can be loaded to about 
2000 lb. Fig. 2 shows the soil-processing plant of the main facility. 
Note that this setup provides for conveniently loading the soil into 
movable steel bins or cars as it leaves the pug mill. This plant is used 
only for fine-grained soils; dry sands are loaded directly with earth-· 
handling equipment. As can be seen, steel rails embedded in the concrete 
floor provide a system over which the soil test bins or test cars can be 
moved about the facility. After they are loaded, the test cars or bins 
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are lined up end to end in the area provided for conducting mobility tests. 
The test carriage is towed along the overhead rail system by a continuous 
cable attached to a direct-current motor located on the platform above the 
rail structure. The overhead rail structure also provides a vertical 
reaction for the compressed-air loading of the test wheel. Not only can 
the speed of the carriage be adjusted, but its travel can also be pro-
gramed to increase uniformly to a maximum rate and then to decrease 
uniformly to zero as it traverses the test lane. 1~e rate of rotation of 



the test wheel can also be adjusted, thus permitting a unique test-
programing capability which is explained as follows. By· setting the 
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speed of rotation of the wheel at any selected constant rate of rotation 
and programing the test carriage to· accelerate to a speed in excess of the 
theoretical rate of travel of the wheel and then decelerate to zero, it is 
possible in ~~e pass down the test lane for the wheel to experience the 
f'ull range of mobility conditions including: (1) towed condition (zero 
torque, slight negative slip), (2) self-propelled condition (zero drawbar 
pull, slight positive slip), (3) maximum drawbar-pull condition, and (4) 
the entire range of possible conditions of slip. 

Test results obtained by this method have been found to agree with 
those obtained by the more conventional method of holding constant all 
except one of the independent variables. This unique method is much more 
expedient than the conventional one, and therefore has been used for the 
majority of the tests conducted to date. 

A second test carriage, fig. 3, is also available in an auxiliary 
facility located near the main facility. This carriage is larger than the 
one in.the main facility and can accomodate tires up to 60 in. in diameter 
and 26 in. in width. It can be loaded (by deadweight only) to about 
10,000 lb. The outer carriage travels on ground rails in this setup. 
Both test carriages are instrumented for automatically measuring and 
recording all pertinent actions and reactions, including wheel sinkage, 
drawbar pull, torque, dynamic tire configuration, wheel revolutions, 
carriage position, etc. 

Four different soi~.s have been selected for the test program--two 
clean sands, a heavy clay, and a clayey silt. To date, the majority of 
the tests have been made in air-dried Yuma, Arizona, desert sand (approxi-
mately 750 tests completed). Fairly extensive testing (approximately 100 
tests) has also been conducted with a washed, uniform sand, fairly typical 
of concrete motar sand. The only fine-grained.soil tested to date has 
been ~ highly plastic clay which is typical of the Mississippi River 
alluvium in the vicinity of WES and is popularly known as buckshot clay. 
This clay has a liquid limit of about 70 and a plastic limit of about 30. 
(Approximately 300 tests have been made in this clay.) No tests have yet 
been conducted on the clayey silt. 
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The immediate purpose of the study of stress distribution under 
wheels and tracks is to map the distribution of stresses ·at the tire or 
track interface and at various points within the soil mass. Stresses are 
measured by pressure cells of the deflecting-diaphragm type. The prob-
lems encountered in this study are, of course, numerous. Large, quantities 
of soil must be prepared t? a high degree of uniformity, precise alignment 
and tracking of the wheel or track must be obtained, and the relative 
orientation of the vehicle propulsion element and the pressure cell must 
be known at all times. Good progress has been made in overcoming these 
problems at the interface; however, one of the major remaining problems is 
the determination of the cell position within the soil mass relative to. 
the wheel or track. Current efforts are aimed at describing the interface 
stresses and configuration for a pneumatic wheel operating in a soft, 
yielding soil. To do this, an 11.00-20, 12-ply rating tire has been 
especially instrumented with seven pressure cells mounted in recesses in 
its face (after the tread was removed by buffing). This tire with cells 
is· shown in fig. 3. It is also equipped internally with deflection gages 
so that the tire configuration can be studied in conjunction with the 
stress distribution. 

The study of the deformation. of moving tires is believed to be 
essential to complete Un.derstanding of the performance of moving tires. 
The shape of the moving tire is being measured currently by two types of 
gages. Both·gages measure linear movement in a radial direction and 
angular rotation in a fixed plane; one uses a circular potentiometer:to 
measure angles, while the other uses a strain-gaged flexible strip. The 
plane of angular measurement may be in the plane of the tire cross section 
or iri the plane in which the tire rotates. It is planned eventually to 
measure both angles simultaneously. These measurements of tire deforma-
tion have already demonstrated the erroneous nature of the commonly held 
concept that.a moving tire in soft soil has the same configuration as a 
stationary tire on a nonyielding surface (i.e., that the plane of the 
flattened surface is parallel to the plane of the soil surface). The 
measurements of the configuration of the moving tire show clearly how the 
tire deforms in response to both the horizontal and the vertical forces. 
A realistic understanding of this configuration is essential to a proper 
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theoretical treatment of pneumatic wheel 'performance in a yielding medium. 
The phase of the'mobility study referred.to as soil strength studies 

includes evaluation, comparison, and correlation of the various strength-
measuring instruments and methods, including cone penetrometers, shear 
vanes, plate penetration, bevameter-type ring shear, triaxial shear, direct 
shear, and any others that seem to show promise of usefulness. While it is 
evident that all of these tests reflect certain strength properti~s, they 
are all of limited usefulness and none is entirely adequate. Much develop-
ment work must be done before basic tests will be available that will 
reflect properly the interaction of the vehicle propulsion system and the 
supporting medium. 

In 1958 the terrain analyzer project was established with the 
general objective of developing means of predicting trafficability through 
the utilization of remote terrain-sensor data. It is, of course, recog-
nized that no one sensor will fill the need for measuring all important 
terrain characteristics. In fact, it is quite likely that the entire 
spectrum of electromagnetic radiation or reflectance will be investigated 
in due course. At present; sensors in the infrared range and in the radar 
range are being investigated. Infrared sensors provide information on the 
surface only. Radar sensors provide information on approximately the 
upper 2 ft of the terrain. Fig. 4 shows a wood arch with radar-sensing 

. devices mounted on a carriage that travels on rails to the top of the arch, 
·' measuring, at different angles of incidence, the properties of specially 

prepared samples contained in the test bin beneath the center of the arch. 
As progress is made in these areas, the study will be expanded to include 
other features of the terrain which have an effect on mobility such as 
microrelief, slope, vegetation, and hydrographic factors. The ultimate 
goal is a multisensing terrain analyzer system that will provide integrated 
quantitative measures of all important terrain factors in terms that the 
military commander can use immediately • 

. The most recently initiated project in the mobility field is the 
Mobility-Environmental Research Studies, Southeast Asia (MERS) project. 
In February 1962 the Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA) of the 
Office of the Secretary of Defens~ (OSD) expressed its intent to the 
Chief of Research and Development (OCRD), Department of the Army, to 



establish a significant resea~ch effort.in Southeast Asia as part of 
Project AGILE, to study the physical environment, parti~ularly as it 
affects the design and employment of materiel.and materiel systems. 
Because of the experience and special capabilities of the Army in 
various aspects of the work, ARPA proposed that the Army organize 
and conduct a research project in Southeast Asia under the auspices 
of ARPA's R&D Field Unit,- Combat Development and Test Center (CD&TC), 
to study the factors of the physical environment that affect surface 
mobility. In addition, ARPA proposed that a preliminary survey team 
be assembled and sent to Thailand as soon as possible to act as an 
advance party for a long-term research effort and to delineate the 
problems to be investigated in Southeast Asia. The survey team study 
was conducted in Thailand during the period 28 May-31 October 1962 by 
a team of Army ground mobility-environmental specialists. 
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In May 1963 primary responsibility for the MERS project was assigned 
to the WES, and a new MERS Branch was established under the WES Soils 
Division. A research proposal for a long-range mobility-environmental 
research study, submitted by WES, has been approved by the Environmental 
Sciences Branch, R&D Directorate, U. S. Army Materiel Comm~d (AMC), and 
ARPA. The proposal, and other pertinent documents prepared by WES have 
been submitted through channels to ARPA for approval. The proposal 
envisions a three-year program with concurrent activities in the U.S., .. 
Thailand and other accessible Southeast Asian countries, and several 
locations in the Caribbean area. It is hoped that this program employing 
capabilities of existing government agencies, private industry, and 
universities, will be the means of gaining new knowledge that will con-
tribute materially to the establishment of reliable vehicle-terrain re-
lations for use by vehicle designers and military planners. 

Ten years ago, another project, Military Evaluation of Geographic 
Areas (MEGA), was assigned to the Corps of Engineers by the Office, Army 

Chief of Staff, Logistics. In turn, the MEGA project was assigned to the 
WES Soils Division. This project over the years has received considerable 
support from the Geology Branch of the Soils Division. This project is . 
responsible for the development and testing of procedural methods for the 
objective· comparison of areas in terms of the effects which their 



environmental characteristics produce, not only on mobility but on all 
military activities including firepower, communications,.visual observa• 
tion, cover and concealment, and a host of others. In other words, this 
project deals with the broad spect:nun of military activities, of which the 
cross-country mobility of vehicles is only one. 
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In July 1963, the Mobility and Environmental Division was established 
with.the Army Mobility Research, Mobility Environmental Research Studies, 
and Area Evaluation Branches forming the components of this technical 
division. 

The reader can readily visualize how military vehicle mobility fits 
into the MEGA project from the following brief statement of the objective 
and outline of the principal problem. The overall objective is the devel-
opment of methods and techniques for determining and evaluating the effects 
of environment (particularly terrain and climate) on military operations 
anywhere in the world. The principal problems to be solved are expressed 
by these questions: 

a. What are the militarily important environmental stresses 
and effects? 

b. How can these stresses and effects be measured and 
classified? 

c. How can the measurement and classification techniques· 
which are developed be evaluated and utilized? 

The current efforts can be grouped under three major headings: 
a. Terrain research. The development of suitable terrain 

classification systems. 
b. Application studies. The application of these classifica-

tion .systems to spec~fic areas to evaluate military performance and 
capabilities. 

c. Data collection. The sampling of terrain conditions in 
many environments to test systems and to define the ranges of variations 
to be expected in terrain characteristics. 

·Briefly, in conclusion, there are three principal ways in which the 
Army's capability in the field of off-road vehicle mobility can be im-
proved. The first is by improvement of the vehicle, the second is by 
proper matching of existing vehicles to the terrain which must be 
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traversed, and the third is by improvement of the terrain. The WES has 
been conducting studies in these three areas for· a number of years. The 
contribution to the improvement of vehicles will, of course., be indirect, 
through development of a vehicle-soil mechanics system which will provide 
the vehicle designer with a basis for more rational design of propulsion 
systems. Proper matching pf existing vehicles to the terrain is the prov-
ince of the trafficabili ty, terrain analyzer, and MEGA studies • While the 
third area of research, improvement of the terrain, is beyond the scope of 
this article, it is mentioned here because other activities of the WES 
Soils Division include soil stabilization work and the study of prefabri-
cated surfacings • 

.. 
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Fig. l. Test carriage l . -n main IaciLity 



Fig. 2. Soil processing plant 



Fig. 3. Pressure cells installed in face of 11.00-20 tire mounted in large test carriage 



Fig. 4. Radar sensing devices mounted on tracks. Soil sample 12 by 6 ft is contained in 
wooden box in center of 100 by 40 ft wooden semicircular building 






